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A wide exchange network took place across the Sahara 
Desert from the 7th century AD on. This Trans-Saharan trade 
linked Maghreb with West Africa. One consequence of these 
activities was the flourishing of entrepot cities established on 
both sides of the Sahara. Among them, Sijilmâsa (in the 
south-east of Morocco) was one of the most important and 
certainly the most famous. According to the Arabic texts, 
between the 8th and the 15th centuries, this city was a 
crossroads for caravans of camels crossing the Sahara and one 
of the most important gold and silver monetary workshop [1]. 
If gold was known for coming from West Africa, silver is 
unanswered. Archaeological evidences about this (silver-) 
mining and (silver and gold) workshop activity have 
remained elusive. However, some non-ferrous slags, dated to 
around the 10th century, have recently been recovered by a 
French-Moroccan team who conducts excavations there. This 
significant discovery can reshape the questions of how the 
local mining resources contributed to the economic wealth 
generated by long- distance trade.  

By the mean of i) systematic geological survey on 
deposits mentioned in some Arabic texts [2], ii) lead isotopes 
measured on slags and ores, and iii) petrographic and 
mineralogical studies on slags, we highlight an isotopic link 
between Sijilmâsa’s slags and its hinterland which is a 
tangible proof of regional silver metal production.  

Thus, this city had other sources of wealth and was able 
to regulate the monetary currency by silver addition in gold 
coins, as demonstrated by several elemental compositions of 
Sijilmasa’s gold coins [1].   
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